CHECKLIST FOR PHILOSOPHY MAJORS

A minimum of 9 credits are required for a Philosophy major.

1. Core Courses*:

___ Philosophy 156: Logic and Styles of Argument

Three of the following five courses:

___ Philosophy 290: Ancient Greek Philosophy
___ Philosophy 291: Descartes to Kant
___ Philosophy 292: Hegel to Nietzsche
___ Philosophy 320: Phenomenology, Existentialism, and Deconstruction
___ Philosophy 355: Wittgenstein and the Analytic Tradition

___ Philosophy 305: Comparative Philosophy: East and West
___ Philosophy 325: Major Ethical Theories

2. Electives:

- At least 2 additional Philosophy courses:
  1. Philosophy ______
  2. Philosophy ______

3. Senior Studies:

- The Senior Studies Requirement can be fulfilled in any of the following ways:
  ___ Senior Seminar
  ___ Independent Research Project
  ___ Senior Thesis

*Students who would like to focus more exclusively on a particular area of philosophy may (in consultation with their advisor and with the approval of the chair) substitute up to two different Philosophy courses for any of the Core Courses. Students can focus, for example, on (1) ethics, political philosophy, or social justice, (2) philosophy across cultures, or (3) metaphysics and philosophy of mind.

Substitution 1: Philosophy ______ for Philosophy ______ (e.g., PHIL 233 for PHIL 292)
Substitution 2: Philosophy ______ for Philosophy ______ (e.g., PHIL 296 for PHIL 325)